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Introduction:
Contact:
Email:
Amanda.Robinson@clerksroom.com

Call: 01823 247 247

Direct Access Practice:
Amanda is qualified to accept instructions directly from members of
the public and professional clients under the Direct Public Access
scheme.

Join Amanda on
Follow Amanda
@BarristerGRSC

Specialisms:
Employment law – with over 23 years of experience in employment
law, Amanda has worked throughout the UK and represented
claimants and respondents in every area of employment law, including
whistleblowing, redundancy, TUPE, breach of contract, unfair
dismissal, restrictive covenants, defamation and discrimination.

Feedback:
Civil and Commercial Litigation – Amanda has 18 years’ experience
“Amanda provided a first-class

and particularly enjoys ‘out of time’ applications, complex legal

service from the minute I appointed

applications and challenges, injunctive proceedings, judicial review

her to represent me, she gave clear

proceedings, human rights arguments, and contractual disputes.

and concise advice. The law can be
a very complex and she made what
was confusing seem clear for the

Entertainment law- Amanda has worked regularly for media clients

first time in a long time. I would

contracts, injunctions and defamation. She is the private lawyer for

have no hesitation in recommending

Navi and the lawyer for Showtime Productions.

(actors, musicians and a music company) and her work has included

Amanda, her approach and
calmness helped to calm me, which
is all I really needed at the time.”
GL
Public Access Client

Publications include:
• The latest attack on our judiciary begs the question: have we
surrendered to fascism?
• Judicial Review under review
• Who will benefit from a no-deal Brexit?
• Constructive Dismissal at the highest echelons of government
• The Impact of Brexit on Workers' Rights
• Is Brexit a Russia-backed Coup?

Areas of Specialism:

Employment
Brexit Law
Business & Commercial Law - Contract, Insurance & Reinsurance
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